EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES FORM: Private & Confidential
Arts Connect, part of the University of Wolverhampton, has signed up to Charters to
promote equality for women, people who identify as LGBTQ+, people with
disabilities, and to race equality. Arts Connect has, along with 80 other cultural arts
and organisations in the West Midlands, signed up to the More than a Moment
(MTAM) Pledge: https://www.culturecentral.co.uk/mtam/
We embrace the commitments expected of us under these Charters as we develop
our practice and our mission to lead positive change for children and young people.
We will record your sensitive personal information on our Data system which is
GDPR Compliant (administered by the University of Wolverhampton). Access to this
system is tightly controlled and only a limited number of individuals can view
sensitive personal information where this is necessary as part of their job, and they
will treat it with the strictest confidence.
Information that we collect in this section is used by Arts Connect, as part of the
University of Wolverhampton, to generate anonymised and aggregated statistics for
Arts Connect and the University of Wolverhampton. It will never be shared, reported
or published in a form that allows individuals to be identified.
There is an option for you to select “prefer not to say” for sensitive questions. If you
do not provide any answer for a question, then we treat you as having ticked “prefer
not to say”.
Please open and complete this form. The personal details collected on this form will
be used to in accordance with GDPR Data Law. Your full name must be entered
exactly as it appears on your official documents.
(Please note: if you are applying for a commission as an organisation please ask
each of the artists/personnel who will be directly involved in delivery to complete a
separate EO Monitoring Form and forward all with the commission).
Forename(s).…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Surname……………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Address…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Postcode……………………………………………….

1. Gender (please tick/cross)  Male (including Trans men)  Female (including Trans women)



Non-Binary (e.g. Androgyne)





Is your gender identity different to the sex you were assumed to be at birth?

Prefer not to say

2. Age (Please tick/cross)



0-19





20-34

35-49





50-64



65-74

75+



Prefer not to say

3. I would describe my ethnicity as:



White British



Any other White background



Black or Caribbean

 Indian







Pakistani

Black or Black British African



Bangladeshi



White and Black Caribbean



Any other Mixed Background



Arab





White Irish

Latin American



Chinese



White and Black African



Prefer not to say

Gypsy or Irish Traveller



Any other Black Background



Any other Asian background



White and Asian

4. Please tick/cross every option that applies to you:

Do you identify as a

Deaf or Disabled person or have a long term health condition?

 Are you neuro-divergent?





Non-disabled

Prefer not to say

5. I would define my sexual orientation as:




Heterosexual/straight
Bisexual



Gay woman/Lesbian



Gay man



Queer



Prefer not to say

Declaration:
I confirm that the personal information in this form is correct

Age………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Signed………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Dated……………………………………………………………………………………………………

